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Abstract: The declined customer loyalty and low competitive spirit confronting Nigerian owned SMEs when compared to their foreign counterparts operating under the same business environment have been an issue of concern for scholars and practitioners. The main thrust of this study is to evaluate the role of organizational cultural intelligence and corporate reputation on customer loyalty. A survey questionnaire was retrieved from 250 businesses owned by Nigerian (other than the natives of the place of operation) and Non-Nigerians operating in Plateau State Nigeria, and from 335 customers of these businesses as well. The data collected was analyzed using Smart-PLS 3.2.7 Software to determine the direct relationship between Organisational Cultural Intelligence and Customer loyalty and the indirect relationship through the intervening role of corporate reputation. The results revealed the relationship between organizational cultural intelligence and customer loyalty as positive but insignificant. While corporate reputation mediates the relationship between organizational cultural intelligence and customer loyalty. We further discussed the theoretical and practical implications as well as a recommendation for future studies. We inferred that Organisational CQ and Corporate reputations are important predictors and mechanisms to understanding customer loyalty among SMEs in Nigeria.
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1. Introduction

Globally, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are agents of economic growth (Tom, Glory, & Alfred, 2016), hence it is impossible for any country that is desirous of development to ignore their contribution. This is evident in their response to societal needs and wellbeing, through the production of goods and services, hence resulting in enhancing employment opportunities. A cursory survey on the contribution of SMEs in developed clime like the UK reveals that they accounted for 99% of all private sector businesses with a turnover of 47%. In terms of employment opportunities, it was reported that 60% is attributed to their activities annually (Ingirige & Wedawatta, 2018; de Jesus Pacheco, ten Caten, Jung, Navas, & Cruz-Machado, 2018).

Coming to Nigeria however, SMEs’ performance is grossly incomparable to the successes recorded in developed economies. Though SMEs are potential agents of economic growth and development, their survival and contribution have been unimpressive in Nigeria. For example, the mortality rate of SMEs in Nigeria is as high as 70% within the first five years of their establishment.
(Idemobi, 2012), suggesting an inability to compete. A report from the United Nations Industrial Development Organization’s Investment and Technology Promotion office in Nigeria (2017) reveals that only 20% of SMEs established in Nigeria manage to survive. A Central Bank of Nigeria report in 2020 indicates that, though SMEs in Nigeria posted 47% to GDP in 2019, Nigerian owned businesses contributed only 7% to export. In addition, a World Economic Forum report (2018) reveals a steady decline in the ability of Nigerian companies to compete despite the potential success factors that abound. The competitive indicators nose-dived from 3.81% in 2009 to 3.3% in 2018, this justifies the claim by Azmat and Huong (2013) that businesses in developing countries are yielding to the aggressive marketing activities of the foreign-owned companies operating within their domain. This challenged social identity assumption (Tajfel, 1978) on shared identity and cultural unison that triggers solidarity and citizen’s sentiments in stimulating loyalty behavior towards local SMEs. We are therefore concerned about what SMEs in Nigeria must do differently in order to over-turn the customer loyalty challenge confronting the sector.

1.1. Customer Loyalty in SMEs’ Success

The literature on customer loyalty has been classified into two streams namely, behavioral and attitudinal. Behavioral loyalty is said to occur when a customer purchases a particular product brand frequency (Kandampully & Zhang, 2015). Critics have floored that definition on the basis of its limitations in distinguishing between commitment and convenience hence, preferred attitudinal loyalty. On the flip side, attitudinal loyalty is defined as, “a deeply held commitment to patronize a preferred product or service consistently in the future, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior” (Oliver, 1997:392). Unlike behavioral loyalty which is based on the frequency of purchase, attitudinal loyalty occurs on the basis of commitment and preference despite alternatives, which is the foundation of this study.

Customer loyalty has been widely debated over the past decades as one critical success factor in relationship marketing (Hallowell, 1996; Gruen, Osmonbekov, & Czaplowski, 2006; So, King, Sparks, & Wang, 2016; Wang et al., 2017) and central to firm’s survival. Dick and Basu (1994) consider it germane and the thrust of the marketing strategy. That is, within every marketing strategy lies a subtle desire to develop, maintain and enhance trust and lasting patronage in a firm’s product and or services. In addition, there has been a growing realization that retaining an existing customer is cheaper than gaining new ones (Xie and Chen 2013 in Hwang & Mattila, 2018) hence, relationship management is crucial in every business model. In addition, Fara and Huong (2013) and Aksoy (2013) posited that, as competition heightens, businesses fall back on loyal customers for survival. Thus, are willing to pay more, express higher buying behavior and low switching tendency (Evenschitzky et al, 2012; Jay & Tingting, 2015). Therefore, an SME’s ability to thrive is gauged on the ability to innovatively gain the trust and loyalty of their current and would-be customers (Dominici & Guzzo, 2010). In the same vein, Solnet and Kandampully (2008) opined that building organizational strength on product and service features alone is not enough rather a unique differentiating attribute, in the customer is an important asset for success.

Although a handful of studies have examined the antecedents to customer loyalty over the past decade, from a different point of view yet, high research interest is still growing among researchers. A survey of the literature reveals that extant literature focused on the perception of trust as the antecedent to customer loyalty (Ball, Simões Coelho, & Macháš, 2004; Wah Yap, Ramayah, & Nushazelin Wan Shahid, 2012; Martínez & del Bosque, 2013). Similarly, Customer satisfaction (Cha & Borchgrevink, 2018; Helm, Eggert, & Garnefeld, 2010) and corporate reputation (de Leaniz & del Bosque Rodríguez, 2016; Walsh, Mitchell, Jackson, & Beatty, 2009) have also been found to predict customer loyalty.

However, this study observed that to date, organizational cultural intelligence (CQ) has not been considered in relationship management as an antecedent to customer loyalty, despite the potential influence on customer purchase behavior. A study has associated organizational (CQ) with cross-cultural attributes and competencies in bolstering corporate success in a strategic alliance (Yitmen,
2013) at an organizational level, however, the relationship with customer loyalty is still not known. In addition, a further search apparently reveals that CQ is well established at the individual level (Lima, West, Winston, & Wood, 2016), while a paucity of literature on organizational CQ exists. Furthermore, Lima, West, Winston, and Wood (2016) observed that literature on organizational CQ is sketchy, and noticed that only five articles (Ang and Inkpen, 2008; Chen, Liu, & Portnoy, 2012; Moon, 2010; Van Driel & Gabrenya Jr, 2013; Yitmen, 2013), represent the published research on CQ at the organizational level. This makes the literature that integrates the same as intended with customer relationship management even scarce. In addition, we also seek to establish the mechanism that will integrate the association between organizational CQ and customer loyalty. We expect corporate reputation to explain the antecedent role of Organizational CQ on customer loyalty on the ground that a culturally intelligent organization has the advantage of penetrating boundaries to connect with stakeholders. This capability is expected to create a positive image that stimulates loyalty. Again, a search on the intervening role of customer corporate reputation between organizational CQ on customer loyalty reveals a dearth of literature.

1.2. Organizational Cultural Intelligence

Cultural intelligence in an organization is the capability to function effectively in a culturally diverse environment with the aim of competing as well as developing a sustainable strategy in cross-cultural interaction. Lima et al., (2016) in line with Ang and Inkpen (2008) operationalized Organizational CQ as a function of; (i) leadership behavior towards others culture, (ii) adaptability, (iii) training on intercultural interaction, (iv) intensity and (v) inclusiveness.

Leadership behavior; is synonymous with managerial CQ (Nelson, 1996; Kanfer & Heggestad, 1997; Hall, 1959) focuses on managers and employee CQ as an embodiment of the vision and image that portrays organizations to the society, their understanding, motivation, and behavior. Their metacognitive and cognitive perception (Nelson, 1996; Ang et al., 2006; Ang and Inkpen 2008; Lima et al., 2016), motivation (Kanfer & Heggestad, 1997) and salient language or behavior (Hall, 1959; Ang and Inkpen 2008) in a cross-cultural interaction portray the image of the organization as embodied in its core values.

Adaptability; as a dimension focuses on programs that are culturally sensitive and tailored to cultural group’s tradition with the view of making adjustment (Castro, Barrera Jr., & Martinez Jr., 2004) in order to address the core values, beliefs, norms, and other important aspects of the cultural group’s worldviews and lifestyles. In the context of this study, SMEs operating outside of their cultural setting are expected to learn the art of aligning their identity with the host community in order to attract their loyalty.

Training; Lima et al. (2016) established as critical the role of training as a dimension which seeks to position organizations as culturally intelligent. They posit that organizations that desire growth in their level of CQ must not pay lip-service to leadership development and training. Here, training that is centered on multi-cultural interaction is helpful in inculcating leadership and adaptability.

Intentionality; focuses on the ability to articulating values that are consistent with CQ and is a significant way of cultivating organizational CQ. Here key leaders ask for feedback after communication across culture as well as monitor cross-cultural interaction. In addition, intentionality entails deliberate use of language that is inclusive.

Inclusiveness; explains how a culturally intelligent firm desire mutual integration with the internal and external community (Lima, et al., 2016). This is demonstrated through granting of equal opportunity to employees regardless of their diverse affiliation. Similarly, inclusiveness can be demonstrated through the use of diverse voices in strategic communication, as well as showing an understanding of the ever-changing nature of diversity.

This study tests the antecedent role of organizational CQ and the intervening role of corporate reputation in predicting customer loyalty among businesses and customers in Plateau State Nigeria.
1.3. Conceptual Review and Hypotheses Development

This study proposes a perspective of understanding customer loyalty to an organization through the predictive specs of Organizational Cultural Intelligence (CQ). In addition, we proposed a mechanism through Corporate Reputation (CR) to explain why the relationship should exist. Based on the logic in the conceptualization, Organizational Cultural Intelligence (CQ) should directly or indirectly impact customer loyalty, with customer perception of corporate reputation mediating the relationship as depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Conceptual Framework](image)

1.4. Antecedent Role of Organizational Cultural Intelligence

As established, organizational CQ is the ability of an organization to configure its capability in order to function effectively in a culturally diverse environment, with the aim of taking advantage as well as sustaining its corporate objective. Since businesses often operate outside their domain of cultural advantage, (Chen, Liu, & Portnoy, 2012) emphasis on this capability should be central to every business strategy.

Because of its relative newness in the organizational literature, empirical evidence relating organizational CQ and any marketing outcome are rare. However, literature abounds on cultural intelligence at an individual level relating to other factors such as adaptive selling behavior (Charoensukmongkol, 2019), interaction involvement (Puyod & Charoensukmongkol, 2019). Thus, we leveraged on Social Identity Theory (SIT) (Billig & Tajfel, 1973; Tajfel, 1978) and Social exchange theory (SET) to push further our argument in this study. SIT refers to an individual acknowledging her or his belongingness to a certain social group, which significantly influences the person’s emotions and values (Miles, 2012). The level of influence on a member is such that they identify and appraise themselves in the same way, ii) share a common view of who they are and what is peculiar to them follow a similar style of interacting with others who are considered non-members of the group (Hogg, 2006; Miles, 2012). Organizations that project managers with positive leadership behavior are able to infiltrate cultural barriers through cultural assimilation and diffusion to a level of societal acceptability. On the flip side is the exchange that comes in the form of reciprocity. An organization capitalizes on its found capability to psychologically solicit for customers loyalty in exchange as explained in Social Exchange Theory (Blau, 1964; Homans, 1974; Cropanzano & Mitchel, 2005)

Therefore, we posit that where customers perceive an organization as sensitive and appreciative of their particular way of life, it enhances a positive corporate image and strengthen their loyalty. Consistent with this we hypothesize that;

**Hypothesis 1:** Organizational cultural Intelligence positively associates with customer loyalty.

**Hypothesis 2:** Organizational cultural Intelligence positively associates with Customers’ perceived corporate reputation.

1.5. The mediating role of Corporate Reputation

Corporate reputation has attracted a definitional interest in the management literature (Barnett, Jermier, & Lafferty, 2006). A survey of the literature grouped existing definitions under three themes
namely, 1) perception as asset (Wei, Ouyang, & Chen, 2017; Goldberg, Cohen, & Fiegenbaum, 2003; Mahon, 2002), 2) what stakeholders assess (Neville, Bell, & Mengüç, 2005), 3) Awareness about the firm (Larkin, 2002), buttressing the fact that corporate reputation like most concepts in the field of business has attracted divergent opinions. Barnett, Jermier, and Lafferty (2006), and Chun (2005) extended the discussion by classifying corporate reputation into three schools of thought namely, evaluative, impressional and relational schools.

Evaluative view emphasizes organizational achievement thereby perceives reputation as asset (Wei, Ouyang, & Chen, 2017; Goldberg, Cohen, & Fiegenbaum, 2003; Mahon, 2002), while impressional school dwells on overall impression by the stakeholders, synonymous to Barnett et al. (2006) assessment classification, where reputation is formed base on others' ratings. Relational school of thought, on the other hand, sees corporate reputation from the point of view of the gap between internal and external stakeholders’ organizational image. Basically, awareness about the organization as whole counts, hence the relational perspective becomes key to deliberately creating a perfect corporate image that has an indelible impression on the current and prospective stakeholders.

The divergent opinions on corporate reputation underscore the multi-facet outlook of the construct. This is evident in its operationalization as a multi-dimensional construct. This study adopts Walsh, Beatty, and Shiu’s (2009) five-dimensions perspective to a customer-based corporate reputation (i.e customer orientation, the good employer, reliable and financially strong, product and service quality, service and environmental responsibility). All these dimensions put together shape customers’ perception of what an organization represents.

Understanding corporate reputation from perceivers’ (customers) perspective is expected explains the critical roles it plays between organizational cultural intelligence and customer loyalty. As observed, though organizational cultural intelligence is relatively new, scanty literature exists, but at the individual level CQ has been found to associate positively with organizational outcomes. In Kadam, Rao, Abdul, and Jabeen (2019) CQ of the SME owner was found to predict firm performance (FP). Similarly, de la Garza Carranza and Egri (2010) found managerial cultural intelligence to significantly influence organizational effectiveness. Thus we expect organizational cultural intelligence to influence corporate reputation. On the flip side, the relationship between corporate reputation and customer loyalty is well established (Helm & Tolsdorf, 2013; Lai, 2019). For example, Gul (2014), discovered that the good reputation of a company affects customer loyalty. Hence we expect SME’s reputation to influence their customer loyalty.

The customer-based corporate reputation in this study provides a mechanism through which the proposed relationship should hold sway. Studies have found corporate reputation to mediate the relationship between organizational strategies and customer loyalty. For example, in Aramburu and Pescador’s (2019) corporate reputation was found to mediate the relationship between corporate social responsibility and customer loyalty. It was also found to mediate the relationship between service innovation and cross-buying intention (Sridhar & Mehta, 2018). It is on these bases that we expect it to mediate the relationship between organizational CQ being a corporate strategy and customer loyalty.

Our contention for the mediating role is persuaded in image theory (Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Mitchell & Beach, 1990) which posits that individual has many reasons for expressing their loyalty to an organization. This consequently influences the kind of decision an individual makes. In line with image theory’s fundamental assumptions, three kinds of images shape individual’s decision: (i) the value image (shaped by individual’s personal values); (ii) the trajectory image (which focuses on individual’s ideal self); and (3) the strategic image (which dwells on actions an individual takes to be that ideal self), we posit that individuals search for possibilities that enable them to actualize the most returns or satisfaction in their quest for ideal self. Once a fit is entrenched they are motivated to maintain that situation (Miles, 2012).

Riding on this theory, we contend that customers’ perception of corporate image in terms of; customer orientation, good employer, reliable and financially strong, product and service quality, service and environmental responsibility (Walsh et al., 2009; Walsh, Bartikowski, & Beatty, 2012) increases their loyalty to the Organization. Where an individual perceives a positive value image or
in terms of their potential to add value to their quality of life (Miles, 2012; Mitchell & Beach, 1990) s/he responds through loyalty to the organization. We, therefore, hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 3:** Corporate reputation associate positively with Customer loyalty.

**Hypothesis 4:** Perceived corporate reputation mediates the relationship between Organizational CQ and customer loyalty.

### 2. Data and Methods

#### 2.1. Data and Sample

This study adopted a cross-sectional approach, and the data for the study were drawn from two different sources. First, data regarding organizational CQ was obtained from selected SMEs owned by foreign nationals and Nigerians who are not citizens of Plateau State, North-central Nigeria but are registered and operating within the state. Second, data related to customer-based corporate reputation and loyalty was obtained from customers/clients of these SMEs. For the participating organizations, we considered the entire population of SMEs that are owned by foreigners and non-indigenes of Plateau State. The sample size determination formula by Cochran (1977) was used to arrive at a sample of 394 for the customers. Our preference for this formula is because the population of the current customer base of the SMEs is unknown. In selecting the SMEs we relied on the record obtained from the revenue agency (Plateau State Internal Revenue Service) and company registrar (Corporate Affairs Commission). In all, a population of 250 SMEs was used in the study. Each participating company served as a proxy to locate the customers. A total of 600 copies of the questionnaire were administered to customers using systematic random sampling based on arrival interval of five (5th). Out of the 600 copies distributed, 388 were retrieved indicating a 64.7% response rate. A total of 354 and 235 of the retrieved copies of the questionnaire from the customers and the SMEs respectively were properly filled and found usable for further analyses.

Data used in this study was obtained through a self-response questionnaire administered to the selected SMEs and their customers. Though this method has been criticized for its potential bias on research outcome (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003), we avoided this tendency procedurally (Chang, Van Witteloostuijn, & Eden, 2010) by ensuring that we eliminated across measures or similarities in the structure or wording of items such that similarities in meaning are minimized (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). Similarly, to avoid issues related to consistency motifs, idiosyncratic implicit theories, social desirability tendencies, items used are muddled (Podsakoff et al., 2012; Chang, Van Witteloostuijn, & Eden, 2010). And lastly, since data is obtained from two different sources, a tendency of common method biases is reduced to the minimum.

#### 2.2. Measures

The predicting variable in the study, Organizational CQ was measured using a multidimensional measure adopted by Lima et al. (2016). Organizational CQ is a 5-dimensional variable with Cronbach Alpha of above 0.7 each. These include; leadership behavior (α=0.86), adaptability (α=0.83), training (α=0.88), intentionality (α=0.76) and inclusiveness (α=0.77) measured using 21 items, which required organizations to rate their level cultural intelligence on a 5-point response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Samples of questionnaire items obtained from each dimension are thus; Leadership behavior “Key leaders modify their nonverbal behavior (gestures, time, and space orientation) when a cross-cultural interaction requires it”, Adaptability “Key leaders have had extensive international experience” Training “Key leaders have had extensive international experience” Intensity “The organization intentionally monitors its cross-cultural interactions” Inclusiveness “The organization is inclusive. It gives equal opportunity to employees regardless of gender, ethnicity, and so on”

In measuring customer-based corporate reputation we adopted a 5-dimensional scale, consisting of 15-items of 3 per dimension as used in Walsh et al. (2012). The dimensions, Cronbach Alpha and sample items are as thus: Customer orientation (α=0.81) “Has employees who treat customers
courteously”. Good employer (α=0.79) “Organization is known to have management who pay much attention to the needs of its employees”, Reliable and financially strong Company (α=0.77) “This company in my opinion clearly outperforms competitors always”, Product and Services (α=0.79) “This company offers high-quality products and services” and Social and environmental responsibility (α=0.85) “This company can reduce its profits to ensure a clean environment”. Items were measured on a 5-point Likert-typed scale.

For the outcome variable, we adopted the measure developed by Narayandas (1996) to assess the level of loyalty among customers of the organizations. The scale was developed as a uni-dimensional measure which is made of 5-items in all. A sample of the questions include; “I am satisfied with my overall experience with this company”, “I have developed a good relationship with this company”. The items on the measure were assessed on a 5-point Likert-typed ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Before the adapted scales were used, a pre-test was conducted in line with the recommendation in Hair et al. (2014)

2.3 Respondent Profiles

A total of 235 companies provided a usable response to the questionnaire on organizational CQ. Out of these, 40.4% are in the service sector, 21.3% are into manufacturing while 38.3% are into both manufacturing and service provision. Out of these companies, 78.7% are owned by Nigerians who are doing business outside of their own familiar culture, while 21.3% are owned by foreign nationals. On the side of the 354 customers who participated in the survey, 27.7% indicated that they have been loyal to their company within the last five years while 72.3% said they have been consistently patronizing the companies being studied for more than 5 years.

3. Results

We further conducted inferential analyses to test the hypothesized relationships via Smart-PLS version 3.2.7, with the following as expected output. First, the Measurement Model was assessed which is similar to Confirmatory Factor Analysis CFA in CB-SEM (Wai Yee, Hassan, & Ramayah, 2016), which involves the assessment of Composite reliability, Convergent validity and Discriminant validity (Hair Jr, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016; Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011). Further to that is the result from the Structural Model which made it possible to estimate the path coefficient as hypothesized, the Coefficient of Determination (R²), Predictive relevance (Q²), and Effect size (F) (Yeap, Ramayah, & Soto-Acosta, 2016; Hair Jr, Sarstedt, Hopkins, &. Kuppelwieser, 2014).

3.1. Assessment of Measurement Model

The measurement model was assessed to determine the loading of the indicators as presented in Table 2 to ensure that each indicator correlates with others at the threshold of 0.7 (Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011). Composite reliability was evaluated with the recommendation of Bagozzi and Yi (1988) and Nunally and Bernstein’s (1978) criteria in mind. Similarly, Convergent Validity was determined through its proxy, Average Variance Extracted (Hair Jr, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016; Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011), while discriminant validity was analyzed based on Heterotrait and Monotrait criteria.

The results in Table 1 reveal that all factor loading met the threshold value of at least 0.7 indicating that the constructs loading did not violate the requirement in Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2011). Composite Reliabilities are also higher than the threshold values of 0.7 (Bagozzi & Yi 1988; Nunnally & Bernstein 1978). In a similar fashion, it is also established that Average Variance Extracted values for all the constructs are all higher than 0.5 (Hair Jr, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016; Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011), which indicates that convergent validity requirements are upheld (Hair et al., 2011, Hair et al., 2014).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Org. Cultural Intelligence</td>
<td>Inclusiveness</td>
<td>Incl1</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incl2</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incl3</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>Intent1</td>
<td>Intent1</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intent2</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intent3</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>LB1</td>
<td>LB1</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LB2</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LB3</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LB4</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>Adapt2</td>
<td>Adapt2</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adapt3</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adapt4</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Train2</td>
<td>Train2</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Train3</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Train4</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Train6</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Reputation</td>
<td>Customer Orientation</td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO4</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO5</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO6</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Employer</td>
<td>GE1</td>
<td>GE1</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GE2</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GE3</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GE4</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GE5</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GE6</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod. &amp; Serv. Quality</td>
<td>PSQ1</td>
<td>PSQ1</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSQ2</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSQ3</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSQ4</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSQ5</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability &amp; Financial, Strength</td>
<td>RFSC1</td>
<td>RFSC1</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFSC2</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFSC3</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFSC4</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFSC5</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RFSC6</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Env. Responsibility</td>
<td>SER1</td>
<td>SER1</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SER2</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SER3</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SER4</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Loyalty</td>
<td>Loya1</td>
<td>Loya1</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loya2</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loya3</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loya4</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loya5</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Discriminant Validity

Discriminant validity is assessed to determine the extent to which the constructs are dissimilar (Henseler, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2014) in the model via Heterotrait and Monotrait (HTMT) criterion (Henseler et al., 2014). It was demonstrated by Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2015) that the HTMT criterion is superior to other criteria in a Monte Carlo simulation study, hence the preference in this study. Results in Table 2 indicate that discriminant validity is established among the constructs since all the values fall within the acceptable region of ≤ 0.85 (Franke & Sarstedt, 2019).

Table 2. Discriminant Validity, HTMT Criterion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Corporate Reputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Customer Loyalty</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Organisational CQ</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Assessment of Structural Model

We assessed the structural model in this study bearing in mind the five-step procedure which recommends the assessment of collinearity issues; path analyses co-efficient; evaluation of coefficient of determination (R²); determination of effect size (f²); and predictive relevance (Q²) (Henseler, Hubona, & Ray, 2016; Hair Jr et al., 2016; Hair Jr et al., 2014).

In evaluating the path relationship, Organizational CQ and Corporate Reputation are considered as higher-order constructs (HOC) with five dimensions each, analyzed using the TypeI (Reflective-Reflective model) for treating hierarchical latent variable using PLS-SEM (Becker, Klein, & Wetzels, 2012). In addition, a repeated indicator approach of dealing with HOC (Hair Jr et al., 2016) was used and the result presented in Figure 2.

In evaluating the latent relationships, a 1000 sample of bootstrapping procedure was conducted (Wong, 2013; Hair et al., 2011; Yeap et al., 2016) as presented in Table 3.

First, the structural model fit index was assessed as required in PLS-SEM. Henseler, Hubona and Ray (2016); Hair Jr et al. (2016) with the saturated SRMR as 0.079 and RMSθ 0.114 which are both less than the threshold value of 0.08 and 0.12 respectively the model is considered fit. The coefficient of determination R² which explains the amount of variance in the endogenous construct as the result of the changes in an exogenous variable (Hair Jr et al., 2016; Henseler, Hubona, & Ray, 2016) was assessed. In this model, 30.1% of the change in corporate reputation was influenced by organizational CQ, while 72.3% of the variance in customer loyalty is explained by both organizational CQ and corporate reputation.

Table 3. Results of Structural Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Std Beta</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
<th>T Stat</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>f²</th>
<th>Q²</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>ORG. CQ -&gt; CL</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.404</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>ORG. CQ -&gt; CR</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>6.550</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>CORP REP -&gt; CL</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>11.038</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>1.596</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>1.341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model fit SRMR 0.079, RMSθ 0.114 R² 0.723,0.301 R² adjusted: 0.72, 0.297

The relationship in H1 between organizational CQ and customer loyalty reveals an insignificant relationship as seen in (β=0.094, t-value=1.404) since the t-statistics is less than the 1.65 thresholds for a one-tailed test. In the relationship between organizational CQ and corporate reputation assessed in H2, the result indicates a positive and significant with (β=0.549, t-value 6.55T). This implies that for every one standard deviation increase in organizational CQ, customer-based corporate reputation...
increases by a standard deviation of 0.549. Hypothesis three (H3) evaluates the relationship between customer-based corporate reputation and customer loyalty and reveals ($\beta=0.795$, t-value=11.038), indicating a positive significant relationship. This implies that for every one standard deviation increase in customer-based corporate reputation, customer loyalty increases by a standard deviation of 0.795.

Furthermore, the substantive significance was assessed through the effect size ($F^2$) and the predictive relevance ($Q^2$) (Hair, Sarstedt, Pieper, & Ringle, 2012). The effect size ($F^2$) was evaluated to determine the impact of exogenous latent constructs on the structural model, in drawing inference on this, we were guided by Cohen (1988) who categorizes the magnitudes as: 0.02 (small), 0.15 (medium), and 0.35 (large). Consistent with this criterion, the effect size $F^2$ of 0.022, 0.431 and 1.596 on Table 3 are considered small and large. Again, we evaluated the Predictive relevance ($Q^2$), which explains the relevance of indicators on the structural model through blindfolding analysis (Hair Jr et al., 2016). This is a sample reuse technique which omits a given data point from an indicator of an endogenous variable in a dth pattern in order to estimate the parameter with the remaining data (Henseler et al., 2016; Hair Jr et al., 2016; Yeap et al., 2016; Reinartz, Haenlein, & Henseler, 2009). The criterion requires that predictive relevance is established when a $Q^2$ value in a given construct is greater than zero (0) (Hair et al., 2011; Wah Yap, Ramayah, & Nushazelin Wan Shahidan, 2012). Based on the result in Table 3, the $Q^2$ values are greater than 0, suggesting that the model did not violate the requirement of the criterion.

Table 4. Mediating Role of Corporate Reputation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Std Beta</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
<th>T Stat</th>
<th>LCI</th>
<th>UCI</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>ORG. CQ -&gt; CORP REP -&gt; CL</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>5.748</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, we assessed the intervening role of corporate reputation in the relationship between organizational CQ and customer loyalty drawing from Preacher & Hayes, (2008) simple mediation and results presented in Table 4. We earlier proposed corporate reputation as a mechanism that should explain the relationship as hypothesized in H4. Based on the results following the bootstrapping procedure conducted, a mediating relationship exists in accordance with Preacher and Hayes (2008) and Hair Jr et al. (2013; 2017) first and second criteria. The result shows a full mediation (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2017) since only the indirect relationships are significant with a t-value greater than 1.96. Secondly, zero (0) did not straddle between the upper and the lower class limit, hence suggesting a strong mediating effect (Hair et al, 2013; 2017).

4. Discussion

This is concerned about the challenges confronting Nigerian owned SMEs compared with their foreign counterparts operating in Nigeria. Despite the potential success indicators at their disposal, pieces of evidence available shows otherwise. This study sued for organizational cultural intelligence (CQ) as an antecedent to relationship management with customers. In addition, we explored the role of customer-based corporate reputation as the mechanism of the relationship.

In line with the result, the relationship between organizational CQ and customer loyalty was unexpectedly insignificant. This result is inconsistent with related studies on the influence of individual CQ on adaptive selling behavior (Charoensukmongkol, 2019) and interaction involvement (Puyod & Charoensukmongkol, 2019) in which both studies revealed a significant relationship. This implies that in the Nigerian setting, organizational CQ alone does not translate into customer loyalty, thus other factors are involved in explaining the relationship. An organization’s ability to adapt to a cross-cultural and inter-cultural environment is not a guaranty to success, but the ability to translate that goodwill into a tangible value to the customer. Perhaps the SMEs in Nigeria need to refocus on the customer and their specific needs to ensure attitudinal loyalty.
The linkage between Organizational CQ through customer-based corporate reputation and customer loyalty shows a significant indirect relationship. Thus SMEs CQ positively bolsters their reputation in line with related evidence in the literature where CSR influences corporate reputation (Aramburu, & Pescador, 2019), which in turn affects customer loyalty (Helm & Tolsdorf, 2013; Lai, 2019). This implies that organizational CQ influences customer loyalty through the mechanism role of customer-based corporate reputation.

The mechanism role is consistent with the work of Aramburu and Pescador (2019) where corporate reputation was found to mediate the relationship between corporate social responsibility and customer loyalty. Thus, the role of corporate reputation as intervening variable agrees with Preacher and Hayes (2008) position of establishing mediation through indirect path. The results show that corporate reputation offers an explanation of the underlying mechanism through which organizational CQ influences customer loyalty. In addition, SMEs with high CQ have the tendency of improving their image positively which in turn attracts customer loyalty over time. That is when SMEs practice cultural inclusiveness and are seen as adapting to the values cherished by the society, they also training their managers on the best way to integrate with the host community and significance of diversity (Lima et al., 2016) such SME will be perceived positively. This no doubt is a lubricant for a smooth relationship.

4.1. Implications

As businesses continue the search for a new frontier for investment, the need for orientation and capability to function effectively and penetrate cultural barriers is critical. Hence this study was conceived to engender organizational cultural intelligent construct in relationship management guild and provide insightful direction for practice and future studies.

4.2. Theoretical Implication

As earlier mentioned, this study drew inspiration from the call made by Lima et al. (2016) on the novelness of the construct organizational CQ. Though documented pieces of evidence exist on cultural intelligence at the individual level, a survey of literature on organizational CQ (Lima et al., 2016) is grossly under research. In response to this call, this study is among the first seeking to establish the construct (Organizational CQ) within the marketing guild to predict customer loyalty. Our position is shaped by Reichers and Schneider (1990 in Dust & Greenhaus, 2013) that, constructs evolve through stages of development “introduction and elaboration”. At the introduction, stage definitions are solidified. Furthermore, at the elaboration stage, perspectives regarding relationships between phenomena become plentiful (Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2010). Thus, we believe that one potentially useful way to further demonstrate the potency of this growing construct at this stage is to illustrate connections with other established research streams within the management guild. When fully integrated into a different context, a foundation for theoretical development would emerge.

The mediating role of corporate reputation supported the importance of image creation through organizational cultural capabilities, the perception from the stakeholders perspective and its consequences on these decisions. The results buttress the role of corporate image (Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Mitchell & Beach, 1990) in the antecedent role of organizational CQ on customer loyalty. In essence, the possession of cross-cultural capability by SMEs will translate to customer loyalty when SMEs' reputation is consistent with the cultural strategies.

4.3. Practical Implication

Marketing to a diverse society requires more than the traditional marketing strategies (Vem, Sewuese, & Nmadu, 2018), the need or SMEs to build up their cross-cultural capability in order to thrive particularly in an emergent economy. As argued earlier, when interacting in a culturally diverse setting SMEs with a high level of CQ stance better chances of success (Lima et al., 2016) compared to those with low CQ. Since cultural intelligence has been established as one of the eight forms of
intelligence (Gardner, 2000), and since it has been established that training and formal education is the key factor (Narayanasamy, 1999) in sharpening developing one’s intelligence, SMEs must not pay lip-service to developing this capability and impressing that among their employee.

Since Corporate reputation was found as a mechanism through which the relationship between organizational CQ and Customer loyalty stance, it will pay-off if SMEs overhaul their image internally and externally. Thus, pay attention to social responsibility (Fombrun, Gardberg, & Barnett, 2000), relating well with internal customers. It has been established that internal stakeholders are inclined toward companies that create and maintain good workplaces. When employees lose a sense of belonging (Zhu, Lyu, Deng, & Ye, 2017) in a workplace, psychologically they feel unwanted, this feeling affects the extent to which they relate positively with the host community. Since employees are the interface that connects the organization with its external stakeholders (Vem & Johnmark, 2012) employees are more likely to commit to long-term involvement as ambassadors of the company (Fombrun, Ponzi, & Newburry, 2015) giving the organization positive image.

4.4. Limitations and Directions for Future Research

This research is not without limitations. First, the study was conducted among SMEs operating in Jos Plateau State Nigeria. Though it is a cosmopolitan city with an attractive weather condition, it is a hinterland state with limited business activities, as such, unable to attract foreign-owned companies as much compared to coastal cities like Lagos Port Harcourt and Calabar. Thus, this limits our access and involvement of these categories of SMEs in the study. Second, the literature on cultural intelligence at the organizational level is limited particularly in the developing countries. This explains the low level of empirical evidence and debate from this clime. In view of this, we recommend that this framework is further tested in a more diverse setting with a concentration of multinational and foreign-owned companies in Nigeria to get the feel of how they survive in a multi-cultural and multi-ethnic country like Nigeria.

The relationship between organizational CQ and customer loyalty was unexpectedly insignificant despite the logical argument and sound theoretical backing. Thus, we recommend that future researchers could consider exploring the boundary condition under which the relationship fails to hold. We suggest that individual and organizational stereotypes might influence cultural integration to the extent that organizational CQ dimensions are perceived negatively. Could this provide an explanation for the insignificant relationship? Further studies are needed to unearth the factors and their influence on the model. Similarly, Vem, Sewuese, and Nmadu (2018) observed that where national culture is involved, organizations will have to grapple with trust and confidence in spite of their friendly disposition, due to some sensitive demographic, social factors and nationalistic tendency. Future studies could evaluate the extent to which these factors influence the framework.

5. Conclusions

In sum, this study has the main thrust of testing the antecedent role of the construct organizational cultural intelligence developed by Lima et al. (2016) on a customer relationship management outcome, through the mechanism of corporate reputation. The idea was in response to Lima’s and colleagues’ recommendation that their conceptualization is subjected to empirical investigation. From the results obtained in this study, we established empirically an indirect relationship between organizational CQ and customer loyalty through the intervening role of corporate reputation. We found the results insightful in linking SMEs’ cultural capability and their reputation in determining the success of their marketing strategies. In line with these revelations, we unearthed some theoretical as well as practical contributions from the outcome in this study. In addition, we acknowledged the limitations of this study and chided the way forward for future researchers to further extend the discussion.
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